NEWS FROM BERINDEI
‘On 13 July I was blessed with Ana Maria, 3300
grams and 50 cm, who is healthy and our joy. I
started back to work in the surgery as soon as I
got home from the birth in Caracal hospital.
Nurse Jenny is also pregnant and she felt really
bad with nausea. But we both needed to work in
the surgery even though it was a difficult period
for us. Now Jenny is better. Our other children
(Ines and Daniel) stayed with their grandparents. Now Ines is home preparing for kindergarten, and Daniel remains with the parents of Ionel.
Together with the two nurses, Jenny and Flori, this month we sent blood samples from
patients to a laboratory for analysis in another town. The results
are sent back to the surgery by email. We have good cooperation
with an insurance company who favor us, and so patients receive
free analysis.
I was visited by a lady from
America who made a donation of medicines for rheumatism, which makes our old
people very happy.
Ionel continues to work with
the bees. He has been trying to grow the business by selling new
queen bees. This year has been a good year for honey [bottom
right], and in the morning (whilst I am in the surgery and home
visits) Ionel takes care of the children.
Our patient files had become very thick with sheets of paper and
we were running out of space on the bookshelves. So I bought
new files and archived the last 8 years work into storage boxes.
The new files are now light and easy to work with. The computer
is supposed to reduce paper, but if you print out
all the records – you end up with more paper.
Thank you for supporting our patients. Through the many hours we
help them, it feels like they are part of our family – as children!
Jenny my nurse will give birth in February, but she will not take maternity leave, and will continue to come and help in the surgery.’

Dr Alina Nistor
We will send a pallet of medical
supplies, children’s clothes,
school materials,
and other supplies, to Berindei
around the end of
October. Ed.

